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Needs Analysis
Evidence on the fin cap needs of CYP in 
the UK, including identification of those 

with unique or greater need

Provision Analysis
Findings from mapping of fin ed provision; 
what is happening, where, for whom and 

by whom

Evidence Analysis
What we know from international 

research, ‘what works’ projects and other 
evaluations about what effective fin ed is 

likely to involve

Policy Landscape Analysis
Summary of the opportunities and risks in 
the wider policy landscape, and external 

drivers of change

Measures of success
20 indicators of short, medium and long 

term change, which we’ll track to measure 
progress and areas for improvement

Commissioning Plan

Analysis of gaps and 
consultation on draft 

recommendations 

Plan for what we will 
seek to fund, deliver, or 
influence in the years 

2019-22

Vision of the ideal long-
term system

Will include baseline of 
measures of success

Implementation

(TBC – subject to 
consideration by 

SFGB)

Informs future 
strategy, potentially 

feeding into 
business planning 

from 2019/20 
onwards

Implementation 
planning begins Jan 

2019

Commissioning and 
wider activity begins 

from April 2019

Apr – Sept 2018 Oct – Dec 2018 Jan 2019 +

CYP Commissioning Plan: putting evidence into action



Scaling / developing 
further promising 

interventions

Filling gaps and finding 
new solutions

What could our potential future areas of priority be?

Research

Funding, supporting, 
(inc. influencing 
other funders)

Influencing the 
system

Parents

Teachers and 
practitioners

Direct delivery to 
CYP – esp. 

developing impact 
on behaviour, 

experiential, ‘just in 
time’ at 16-17

Early years and 
early primary 

school

Specific vulnerable 
groups, including 

links to other 
provision, e.g. 

behaviour

Whole-school –
and community 

- approaches

Statutory 
requirements, e.g. 
curriculum, local 

partnership 
strategies, all related 

government progs

Governance 
supporting sharing 

learning, real 
coordination

Increasing 
funding from 

all sectors

Tracking of 
change over time 

- system and 
outcomes

Foster carers (and 
others in main 
caregiver role)

Quality standards, 
guidance, and 
access to tools 
and materials

Journey from child 
to adult financial 
capability, inc. for 
more vulnerable 

CYP

Increasing 
quality and 
breadth of 
evaluation 

Impact of digital / 
virtual money and 

tech - ‘future 
proofing’

Influence of 
peers & social/ 

community 
contexts
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Family Fortunes Project 
(exploring financial education within EAL families)

Juliette Collier
Campaign for Learning



Family Fortunes
Effective financial education for families

Juliette Collier

National Director



Finding your focus

Family Fortunes

Identifying Need 

Family Fortunes Programme Delivery Model

Outcomes and Impact

Opportunities for Positive Change

Questions





• The Citizens Advice Bureaux in England and Wales dealt 
with 2,397 new debt problems every day during August 2018

• There were 4.1 million children living in poverty in the UK in 
2016-17. That’s 30 per cent of children, or 9 in a classroom of 30

• Work does not provide a guaranteed route out of poverty in the 
UK. Two-thirds (67 per cent) of children growing up in poverty 
live in a family where at least one person works.

• Children in large families are at a far greater risk of poverty: 42 
per cent of children living in families with 3 or more children 
live in poverty.

• Working families stand to lose £930 a year on average from cuts 
in the tax credit system and £420 a year from cuts to 
Universal Credit 

Identifying Need



Behind the Headlines



Current Context



Schools: only a partial solution

Easy Money Report: The Ticking Timebomb of Generation Debt Young Money 2017



What % of secondary school teachers think that 
financial education is an essential life skill?

95%

What % of teachers reported financial education 
being high or medium priority in their school?

35%

Competing Priorities and Responsibilities



Need for New Approaches 

• Advice is not offered at crucial times in people’s lives: Up to 
23 million people were not offered advice at key moments in 
their lives who may have taken it

• Advice is seen as a last resort: People don't seek money 
advice until they reach a crisis point like being unable to 
afford debt repayments. Consumers are nearly 50 per cent 
more likely to consider seeking help for a debt than for 
general money management

• Prevention is better than cure!: We can build families 
financial capability and resilience.



Embedding Learning in Families

Families provide the most important 
opportunity for most children to see, 
talk and learn about money; what 
parents do really matters in helping 
children make positive financial choices 
as they grow up. 



“The process of gradual or unconscious assimilation of 
ideas and knowledge etc.” 

The Osmosis Effect



• Embeds learning within the family to create sustainable 
and cultural change 

• Supports parents to talk to their children about money, 
set boundaries and become positive role models for their 
children

• Helps children develop money skills in a real and relevant 
context 

• Increases parents’ ability to manage family budgets and 
builds their families’ financial resilience

Why Family Fortunes?



Why Family Fortunes? Current ContextFamily Fortunes Programme Delivery Model



Why Family Fortunes? Current Context

• Preventative model designed to 
build financial resilience

• Family Learning approach that is 
non-threatening and fun

• Designed for families who have 
English as an Additional Language 
but inclusive and relevant to every 
family

• Evaluation conducted with families 
with 7 to 11 years olds, but 
adaptable for different audiences

• 10 hour programme, designed to 
be delivered over 5 weeks

Family Fortunes Model OverviewFamily Fortunes Programme Delivery Model



Family Fortunes: Value of Combined Approach 



Why Family Fortunes? Current ContextTraining Trusted IntermedariesFamily Fortunes in Action



Family Fortunes: Embedding Positive ChangeFamily Fortunes in Action
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Why Family Fortunes? Current ContextTraining Trusted IntermedariesFamily Fortunes in Action



Why Family Fortunes? Current ContextTraining Trusted IntermedariesFamily Fortunes in Action



Outcomes and Impact



Family Fortunes: Value of Combined Approach Outcomes and Impact



Outcomes and Impact



Outcomes and Impact



Evidence that this Model Works!



Opportunities for Positive Change

• Potential national reach and sustainability through existing 
DfE Adult Education Budget (AEB)

• Builds on families’ existing relationships with trusted 
intermediaries

• Adaptable and flexible enough to be universal and reach any 
family audience

• Opportunities to build new family curriculum

• Opportunities to co-create content with families to respond 
directly to their needs



Opportunities for Positive Change

New Family Audiences
• Early Years content for families with younger children

• Specialist content for refugee and asylum seeker 
families

• Specialist content and additional support for parents 
who are beginner learners of English



Opportunities for Positive Change

New Curriculum Content to support:
• Building parents’ digital skills
• Preventing parents and their children becoming victims 

of loan sharks
• Training parents to become community FinEd

ambassadors to engage and provide peer support for 
other families

• Developing specialist content and additional support for 
parents who are beginner learners of English

• And…



Opportunities for Positive Change



To build on this fantastic work, we 

need:

1. Strategic partnerships to extend this 

work and raise its profile

2. Sponsorship to train more educators, 

and support development & innovation

3. Everyone here to join our Friends and 

Supporter programme!

How can you get involved?



Juliette Collier
National Director



What Works for Financial 

Education Project - Findings

Russell Winnard
Young Money
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Introduction

Overview of the Young Money ‘What Works Fund’ project

Key findings from the project

Quantitative findings

Qualitative findings

How this influenced our work

Further research



Research Question

To what extent does training teachers to plan and 
deliver financial education impact on the financial 

capability of the young people they teach?



Project Outputs

R
a

n
d

o
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a
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53
control 
group

52
treatment 

group

120 
teachers

105 
schools

2,759 
young people

7 
centres of 
excellence



Teachers Sample 

101 individual teacher matched pre- and post-surveys matched across Treatment, Control and the 
Centres of Excellence (COE) schools

The majority have more than 10 years experience. 

Given size for analysis purposes,  combined 0-3 years and 4-10 years to make two groups: 0-10 
years’ or less experience and 10+ years’ experience. 

4 – 10

Years

0 – 3 Years

10+

Years 

Length of Teaching Experience

COE

Treatment 

Control

Trial  Group



Evaluation methodology

Teachers

Pre-surveyPre-survey

Trainers

Post-
survey

Students

In-depth
Interviews

Focus 
groups

1 focus 
group

Post-
survey

Post-
survey

Quantitative Quantitative QuantitativeQualitative Qualitative Qualitative



Teachers Sample 

101 individual teacher matched pre- and post-surveys matched across Treatment, Control and the 
Centres of Excellence (COE) schools

The majority have more than 10 years experience. 

Given size for analysis purposes,  combined 0-3 years and 4-10 years to make two groups: 0-10 
years’ or less experience and 10+ years’ experience. 

4 – 10

Years

0 – 3 Years

10+

Years 

Length of Teaching Experience

COE

Treatment 

Control

Trial  Group



Key Findings (Pedagogy)

• Training has positive effect on pedagogy with increased

- Use of technology

- Consideration of students’ religion and culture

- Tailoring to the needs and characteristics of students 

• Training leads to increased confidence

- In delivering financial education lessons

- In evaluating the effectiveness



Key Findings (Influences)

• Training has greater impact on teachers with less than 10 years’ 

service

• Prior experience of trained teachers impacts on designing and 

tailoring financial education, BUT it is a continuous process with 

training and support building further confidence alongside 

experience

• Motivation composed of teachers’ enthusiasm, interest and 

willingness to deliver is important



Key Findings (Resources)

Good quality financial education resources without training can 

deliver some benefits – Quality resources are effective



Students Sample

• 1,215 pre- and post-surveys matched across all students in the 

Treatment, Control and COE groups. 

58.231.3

10.5

Year

Year 12 Year 13 FE College

42.2

57.8

Gender

Male Female



Five themes

• Training effects all five themes

• Strongest impact on Fraud and Identity Theft, Seeking Financial 

Advice and Choosing Financial Products

• Weaker in Financial Planning and Budgeting, and Financial 

Implications of Work



Fraud and Identity Theft

• Both Treatment and Control saw an increase in Confidence in:

- Keeping devices safe

- Protecting against

- Recognising fraudulent communications 

- Knowing where victims of fraud and identity can see help

• But there is a significant difference between Treatment and 

Control groups 



Financial Planning and Budgeting

• There were increases in both Treatment and Control for 
- Saving money 
- Confidence in budget planning 
- Confidence in sticking to budget 
- Confidence in controlling spending to money

• Attitudinally there were no differences – time may be factor

• Generally there were no differences between Treatment and 
Control, with the exception of using a budget planning tool. 



Seeking Financial Advice

• Treatment and Control show significant difference in Confidence  
between Pre and Post. 

• Treatment is significantly different to Control for:

- Know where to go for financial advice

- Know what sources of advice are available

- Know what makes financial advice reliable or trustworthy.

- Know the difference between regulated and unregulated 
financial advice

- Know the advantages and disadvantages of paid for and free 
advice



Financial Capability

• Students taught by trained teachers were shown to have 

made changes in their behaviour:

– Changes to the personal information shared online

– Engaged in saving

– Sought advice on Student Loans



Student feedback:  The Control Group 

versus the Treatment Group
Pupil focus groups: Treatment Schools Pupil Focus groups: Control School 
‘the thought of actually growing up’

‘more financially aware’
‘happy, confident, assured’
‘not as scared’
‘confident’ 
‘worried, confident, reassured’ 
‘Better feeling about it, confident, better 
understanding’ 
‘more aware, more confident, reassured’ 
‘comfortable, secure, cautious’
‘life skills’ 
‘just understanding everything a little bit’
‘like [its] your responsibility maybe’ 
‘it was helpful’ 
‘I personally felt a bit more secure because 
I knew a bit more about it’

‘More confident in insurance etc’
‘Passionate about finance, saving, car 

costs’
‘more comfortable’
‘confident and secure’
‘interesting, factual, helpful’
‘accounts, economics, business’ 
‘student loans/finance, interest rates, types 
of account’
‘How APR works, why banks pay interest’
‘credit card – you can borrow money and 
are charged interest, debit card, your 
money’
‘debit cards, interest, maintenance 
allowance’

Treatment groups:  channeling financial education as part of ‘the 
thought of actually growing up’



Conclusions

• The greater the support and training provided to teachers:
– the greater the improvement in teacher confidence and pedagogic 

practice, and

– the greater the improvement in students’ financial capability outcomes.

• The Control, Treatment and COE groups represent a tiered 
approach to supporting and developing financial education from:
– access to resources alone (Control group), 

– resources and training (Treatment group), and 

– being part of an ongoing programme of support through the Centres’ of 
Excellence (COE group). 



How the research influenced our thinking

High quality tools 
and resources

Professional 
development 
opportunities

Whole school 
support



Next steps

We are fortunate to have received support from MAS to extend 

the evaluative period of the evaluation.

This will look at the more longitudinal impact of the original 

teacher training intervention – extending the time from 

intervention to at least 18 months.
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Cash Pointer Up Front
(development of financial capability amongst young 

people in non-mainstream settings)

Mel Lavin & Chloe Jansen-Lester
1625 Independent People

















The Money Charity 
Workshops Evaluation

Michelle Highman
The Money Charity
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Panel



Close

Thank you for attending.  

We look forward to seeing 

you at the next Forum 

meeting in February 2019 

– details to follow.


